Abstract W e use polynomials over finite fields t o conjunctively reduce any sparse set to a tally set. This enables us to derive new results and to provide new simple proofs of known results about various classes that lie between P and P/poly.
Introduction
The meaning of a set being tractable is often equated with being in the class P . Depending on the context, this may be short sighted. A more general way to look at tractability is to consider the probabilistic class BPP. Another is to look at reductions to sparse and tally sets. A tally set is a subset of O', and a sparse set is a set that has at most a polynomial number of elements for each length. If a set is reducible to a sparse set, then the set can be recognized in polynomial time if we can store a polynomial amount of data permanently. The class of sets that are Turing reducible to sparse sets is equivalent to P/poly and has been studied extensively. From one point of view, the class contains only "tractable" sets because solutions can be computed in polynomial time using a polynomial size table. On the other hand, it also contains non recursive sets, because the contents of the table may be very hard to compute.
For a reduction 5: and a class of sets C, let R,(C) be the class of all sets that are <:-reducible to a set in C. In this paper, all reductions are polynomial time computable. In this terminology, P/poly = &(SPARSE).
There is an interesting structure of sets lying between P and P/poly that can be defined by changing the Turing reductions to weaker reductions, and/or by considering tally sets instead of sparse sets.
There has also recently been a considerable thrust towards studying various types of reductions and their respective power. Reductions considered are <$, and others. For example, in [LLS75] , it is shown that many of these reductions are different. Watanabe [Wat87] shows that, for most reductions, the notion of completeness for E differs when using different reductions. In [BHTSl, BSTSl] , differences are shown for NE.
The study of the &(SPARSE) and &(TALLY) classes, for various reductions T , was initiated by Book and KO in [BK88] . A more extensive study of these classes can be found in [Ko89] , [AHOW921 and [AHHt92] . There is also a multitude of results addressing reducibility to sparse sets which do not explicitly refer to the classes &(SPARSE). Among others, see [Mah82, OW91, OL91, HL91, KL80, KL82, Lon85, Kad871. For a general overview on sparse sets, see [HOW92] .
In this paper, we concentrate on conjunctive and disjunctive truth -table reductions and &). For formal definitions, see section 2. Our main result refutes one of KO's conjectures by showing that every sparse set is conjunctive truth-table reducible to a tally set: <:-dttr <:-cltl S E d t i I <;tit, <:-tt> <: t I <:ttl <:ttl 5;
The reduction uses polynomials over finite fields to encode any sparse set into a tally set in such a way that a polynomial time algorithm can compute membership in the sparse set using a conjunctive truth 
Combining this with our main result, we can strengthen one of KO's results and show that for any polynomial time computable unbounded function f :
This is optimal in some sense and reveals the following picture: Rbdt,(SPARSE) is included in R,,t(SPARSE) (this paper) and Rb,l,(SPARSE) is included in Rdt,(SPARSE) [Ko89] . On the other hand for any unbounded f, the classes Rf(nptt (SPARSE) and Rj(n)..ctt(SPARSE) are incomparable.
From our main result, we can easily obtain further new results. For example, we show that various classes are not closed under complementation. We also obtain results that were previously known, almost directly from our main result. A typical reasoning is as follows: if a set is &,-reducible to a sparse set, then it is <:,,-reducible to a tally set by our result, and thus its complement is <:,,-reducible to a tally set. This complementation argument can be done only for tally sets. If for all n, I-4="[ _< d(n), we say that A is of density d(n). We call a set S is sparse if there exists a polynomial p such that for all n, I S l " l 5 p ( n ) . A set T is called tally if T E {O}*. We fix a standard pairing function Xxy.(z, y) computable in polynomial time from C' x E' to E'. Without loss of generality we assume the pairing function respects the length of its arguments. We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard Turing machine model.
Truth tables
The ordered pair ( ( u l , . -. , a k ) , c r ) ,
is a k-tuple of strings, and a is a k-ary Boolean function [LLS75]. The set { a l , . . . , ak} is called the associated set of the it-condition. A function f is a truthtable function if f is total and j ( z ) is a truth-table condition for every x in E*. We denote the associated set of f(x) by Ass(f(x)). If, for all c, f(x) has norm less than or equal to k, then f is called a k-truth-table (ktt) function. We say that a tt-function f is a disjunctive (conjunctive) truth-table (dtt (dt)) function i f f is a truth-table condition whose Boolean function is always a disjunction (conjunction) of its arguments.
Reductions, reducibilities
Let A I , A2 E'. We say that: 
--
The Kolmogorov complexity of a string z , ~( z ) , is the size of the smallest index of a Turing machine that generates x and halts. A KoImogorou random string is a string x such that K(x) 2 1x1. For a more detailed description see for example [LVgO] . w e have to build a <!tt-reduction 9 from s to a tally set T . We can insure that Ass(g(x))nAss(g(y)) = 0 for 1x1 # Iyl by building g such that every element of A s s ( g ( x ) ) is of the form O(n,j), where n is the length of x. In the following, let 2 1 l . . . ,~2 n be the 2" strings of length n. Note that if g is a reduction from S to T , then zi E S e Ass(g(zi)) C_ T . Since this property holds for all xi, a &-reduction generates a family of 2" tally sets such that for all xi $ S : Ass(g(xi)) UzjES Ass(g(zj) ). Whether the reduction is possible depends on whether we can efficiently construct such a family of sets. The existence of these kinds of families have been studied in [EFF82, EFF85, NW881. In [NW88], they were used in the construction of pseudorandom number generators. We will construct a fam- We represent a polynomial of degree _< r by its T+ 1 coefficients. We view each polynomial as a (T + 1)-digit number in base p . With the ith polynomial, denoted by q;, we mean the polynomial whose representation is the number base p that represents i. Consider the following family of sets: Qi = { O ( "~~~~i (~) ) l a E G F ( p ) } . We will choose r and p such that the conditions of lemma 1.1 are fulfilled. Observe that Qi is a tally set of size p , and that for two different polynomials, qi and q,, IQ; nQjl 5 r. It remains to force the following requirements:
1. pr+' 2 2" (We need 2" different sets)
r d ( n ) < p (to fulfill the requirements of
It is easy to verify that taking T = G , and p the first prime larger than r.d(n) fulfills these two requirements.
1. Qi f TALLY, lemma I. 1) 2. Q; can be generated in polynomial time (in n),
: ?
Qi,.
The only thing remaining is to show that we can generate the ith set Qi in polynomial time (in n). First we have to find a suitable prime number p . Since Ird(n)I is O(log(n)) and because there is a prime between d ( n ) and 2rd(n), we can do a brute force search (or do a more sophisticated sieve method [Pri83]) in polynomial time. Next we have to pick the ith polynomial over G F ( p ) (can easily be done in polynomial time), and compute Q i . Since p is a prime number, the operations in G F ( p ) are simply multiplication and addition modulo p , which also can be done in polynomial time. 0 Recall that the &-reduction f from S=" to Qi is defined by Ass(f(xi)) = Q i . Since l Q i l = p 5 2 4 n ) 5 e, we have in fact shown that
ctt(TALLY). As recently shown by Saluja [Sa193] , this bound is optimal.
Notice that if we consider probabilistic reductions, we can randomly choose exactly one of the strings from Ass(f(x)) and get a many-one reduction with a onesided error. This observation is due to Schoning in [Sch92] , where he shows that every sparse set manyone reduces to a tally set by a polynomial time, randomized procedure.
Corollary 1 Rctt(SPARSE) = &,(TALLY).

Corollary 2 CO-SPARSE 5 Rdtt(TALLY).
Proof If A is &-reducible to a tally set, then 2 is &-reducible to a tally set. 0
The following theorem can be derived using Theorem 1. It refutes another conjectures from [Ko89].
Theorem 2 Radtt(SPARSE) C_ Rctt(SPARSE).
Proof Let A be ~~-d,,-reducible to some sparse set S via f . Using Theorem 1 we get that S is <:,,-reducible to some tally set Ts via g. We will construct a tally set T and a reduction h such that A<:,,T via h. Define T = {O(nlJ ' ' ' j n k ) l n, E N and 3i : On* E Ts}.
In the following it is convenient to view T as a Cartesian product. For AI, . . . , Ak tally sets, let Al x . . . x A L = { O ( n l , . " , n k ) l O n~~A i } .
Define the <Ztt reduction h as follows: if f ( z ) = ( (~i , . . . ,~k ) , a ) , then let Ass(h(2)) = As(g(yi)) x . . . x Ass(g(yk)). Note that h is polynomial time computable, since both f and g are. It remains to show that h reduces A conjunctively to T .
Theorem 1 offers a new understanding of the class R,H(SPARSE) and as such, it has been used in [AKM92] to prove various results.
Conjunctive and Disjunctive Reductions
Gavaldk and Watanabe [GW] showed that Rctt(SPARSE) g &,(SPARSE). Combining this result with Theorem 1, we can quickly derive the following theorem of KO:
tt(SPARSE)
Proof: Let A be a set in &,(SPARSE), that is not in Rdjt(SPARSE). Consider the set A. Since A E RCtt(SPARSE) and RCtt(SPARSE) = RCtt(TALLY) by Theorem 1, we have that A E Rctt(TALLY).
By simple complementation, it follows that 2 E &*(TALLY) and therefore, 2 E Rd,t(SPARSE). Now, we see that ; I can not be in R,t,(SPARSE). For suppose E &,(SPARSE). Then, again using The-
Gavaldb and Watanabe's proof actually provides something stronger. They show that
for any polynomial time computable unbounded function f . KO's proof of theorem 3 does not seem to provide this generalization, and the above proof does not generalize directly, because when we go conjunctively from a sparse set to a tally set, we need a polynomial number of queries. To be able to use the previous argument, while keeping the number of queries small, we need a strengthening of Gavalda and Watanabe's theorem to tally sets: To show that A is not <:,,-reducible to any sparse set, leading to a contradiction, assume A<:**S, via reduction h, where h is nc time computable and Let A,, be the set of all strings of A of the form (On , . . .). We will show that there is a string yn in S that is queried by many strings from A, (Lemma 4.1).
Suppose that a string (On, ( i l l b l ) , . . . , (if(,) , bf(n))) queries the string y,. Since h is a <:,,-reduction from A to S and yn E SI this provides us with the f(n) bits i l l iz,. . . , if (,) of Zn. By a careful counting argument, we show below that, for n large enough, we get enough bits of x, from y , to contradict the randomness of 2,.
IS'"l 5 nc. Thus, there are at most ((2n)')' = (2n)" strings of S in UzC~,Ass(h(z)). There must be a string y, in that set that is in Ass(h(z)) for a t least IAn1/(2n)Ca many
Given a set Y An, let Iy be the set of indices i j that are mentioned in the strings from Y . Proof Let y , be given by Lemma 4.1, and let Y be the set of strings t in A, such that y , E Ass(h(z)). Then, by Lemma 4.2, we need one of the strings z E A, that query yn, and the index of y , in the set of queries. The string z can be described using O(f(n)logn) bits and the index can be described in O(1ogn) bits. It follows that y , can be described using O(f(n)logn) bits. Given y,,
we can compute all the bits of x, that are mentioned in strings from the set Y of strings in A, that query y,. Now look at the sequence containing all the bits of 2 , that are yot mentioned by Y. This requires n -IIy I 5 n -r~"~/f(") bits. Since the bits described by Y all contain their index, they can be inserted into their respective position. The total number of bits to describe 2 , is n -n+-d/f(n) + O(f(n)logn), which is strictly less than n if f (n) is unbounded and 5 log n.
0
Now we can derive the wanted theorem.
Theorem 5
For any polynomial iime computable unbounded functions f, Rf(,)-dtt(TALLY) R,tt(SPARSE).
Proof Using Theorem 4, we can use the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3. Since we start from a tally set, we don't have the problem associated with the blow up in number of queries. U
The following corollaries can all be obtained from Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.
Corollary 3
For any polynomial time computable unbounded function f, Rf(n)-ctt(SPARSE) 
